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Non-Disclosure Declaration  

   

 
HEG Bachelor Projects are required, in principle, to address a practical management issue within a real-life organization 
(partner organization hereafter). Upon the request of the partner organization, the project may be considered confidential 
and subject to non-disclosure according to the following terms: 

1. The report must bear the mention CONFIDENTIAL on its title page and header. 
2. The present declaration is an integral part of the obligations of the student, the advisor, the jury and the 

management of the HEG.  To that effect, they sign this declaration after the ratification of the project.   
3. The advisor to the student and all members of the jury are informed of the terms of this declaration to which they 

adhere formally upon accepting their role.  
4. The advisor and members of the jury are bound by professional secrecy.  
5. The student is bound by professional secrecy and may not disclose any confidential information which is directly or 

indirectly communicated to him/her concerning the partner organization, without the formal written consent of the 
partner organization. The student is made aware of articles 321 and 162 of the Swiss Penal Code:  

 Article 321 Al 1 stipulates in substance that those “A student who discloses confidential information that has come to his knowledge in the 
course of his studies is also liable to the foregoing penalties.  
A breach of professional confidentiality remains an offence following the termination of professional employment or of the studies.” 

 Article 162 “Any person who betrays a manufacturing or trade secret that he is under a statutory or contractual duty contract not to reveal, any 
person who exploits for himself or another such a betrayal, shall on complaint be liable to a custodial sentence not exceeding three years or to a 
monetary penalty..” 

6. The proposals and conclusions of the Bachelor Project are under the full and sole responsibility of the student and 
in no case that of the HEG or its bodies.  

7. Bachelor Projects, subject to this declaration are archived and are in no way made available to the public.  
8. The HEG reserves the right to publish the title of the Bachelor Project as well as the corporate name of the partner 

organization and the name of the student. 

The undersigned, hereby accept the terms of this declaration without reserve for the Bachelor Project entitled 

Title of project   
 
Partner 
organization 

 
  

Address, Post 
code/Place  

Contact person  
 
 Jury     

First/Last  name     

Adresse     

Post code/Place   Date/Signature  
 
Adviser     

First/Last  name     

Adresse     

Post code/Place   Date/Signature  
 
Student     

First/Last  name     

Adresse     

Post code/Place   Date/Signature  
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